
 

 

 

 

      

ACQUISITION OF HIGHLY PROSPECTIVE SAYABOULY PROJECT 

 

▪ Santana Minerals to acquire a 75% interest in the Sayabouly Project in the Lao Peoples’ 

Democratic Republic (“Lao”) from Mekong Minerals 

▪ The primary prospect at Sayabouly is the drill ready Phu Lon Nickel Sulphide prospect 

which is targeting a 14km x 1km strike of nickel ultramafic that has returned numerous 

high-grade trenching results at surface including 41m @ 1.1% Ni (within 981m @ 0.51% 

Ni) 

▪ Sayabouly is also prospective for gold at the Nakhan Gold Prospect and copper at the 

Phu Lon Copper Prospect  

▪ Drilling to commence at Sayabouly upon completion of the transaction 

▪ Consideration payable of ~650 million Santana shares and $210k 

▪ Conditional upon due diligence, shareholder approval and Santana raising up to $3 

million 

▪ Shane Pike to assume the position of Chief Executive Officer with Tony McDonald 

moving to Non-Executive Director. 

 

17 July, 2019. Santana Minerals Limited (ASX: SMI) (“Santana” or “Company”) is pleased to 

announce that it has signed a binding term sheet (Agreement) with Mekong Minerals Limited 

(“Mekong”) to purchase Mekong’s 75% interest in the Sayabouly Project in Lao and two 

Cambodian gold projects in which Mekong holds farmed out interests.  

 

The Sayabouly Project is comprised of 3 distinct prospects all of which are considered to hold 

considerable mineral exploration potential across a range of metals. The primary prospect is the 

Phu Lon Nickel Prospect which is highly prospective for nickel sulphides with associated platinum, 

cobalt and chromium. Secondary prospects include the Nakhan Gold Prospect and the Phu Lon 

Copper Prospect.  Access and logistics for operating at the Sayabouly Project are considered to 

be excellent. Lao also has a favourable environment for exploration and mining as demonstrated 

by previous mine developments in the country such as the Sepon and Phu Kham Copper-Gold 

Mines. Further details on each of the projects is outlined below  

 

Santana will also purchase Mekong’s interests in the Kratie North and Snoul gold projects in 

Cambodia, which Mekong has farmed out to Emerald Resources NL.  
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Figure 1: Mekong Minerals Project Locations 

 

Under the Agreement, Santana will issue ~650 million fully paid ordinary shares to Mekong (to be 

distributed to Mekong shareholders; the details of which are set out below) (“Consideration 

Shares”) and 50 million options ($0.01, expiring 12 months from issue) to Mekong option holders. 

 

Patersons Securities Limited has been mandated by Santana to lead manage a capital raising of 

up to $3 million through the issue of ordinary shares at no less than $0.003 per share.   

 

Funds raised under the placement will primarily be used for: 

▪ A 2,000m diamond drilling program to confirm the mineralisation style and extent of the 

Phu Lon Nickel Prospect. 

▪ Follow-up induced polarisation geophysics based on significant results to further delineate 

mineralisation for future testing. 

▪ Further investigation of the Nakhan Gold Project where previous drilling at this prospect 

identified gold mineralised veins initially interpreted as an intrusive related gold system. 

Recent interpretation concluded mineralisation is open along strike and at depth. A 

thorough lithological, geochemical and structural review will be completed at the prospect. 

▪ Further investigation of the Becker Gold Project in Chile. 
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Sayabouly Project (also refer to attached presentation by Mekong Minerals) 

The Sayabouly Project contains three primary prospects, which are considered to hold significant 

potential.  

 

1. Phu Lon Nickel Prospect:  

The Phu Lon ultramafic intrusion is considered to be highly prospective for nickel sulphides, 

platinum, cobalt and chromium. Surface and trench sampling has shown that a broad spectrum of 

metals are present in a 14.0 km by 1.0 km ultramafic intrusive dyke, including encouraging nickel 

trench results of 36m @ 1.01% and 42m @1.02% (calculated using a 0.80% lower cut-off grade 

and up to 4m of internal dilution, recorded on slide 5 and 8 of the Mekong Minerals Presentation). 

 

2. Nakhan Gold Prospect: 

Anomalous gold in soil and rock chip sampling has been followed up by trenching and Rotary Air 

Blast (RAB) drilling. Trenching and drilling has been highly encouraging with significant high grade 

gold results being returned including 4m @ 16.95 g/t (trench) and 9m @ 5.29 g/t (RAB drill hole). 

 

3. Phu Lon Copper Prospect: 

Rock-chip and stream sediment sampling have located copper mineralisation over a significant 

26.0 km by 4.5 km area. Rock chip sampling has returned particularly anomalous results. Copper 

minerals include native copper, chalcopyrite, bornite, malachite and azurite which are hosted in 

andesite, basalt and quartz-epidote veins. Mekong considers this area to be highly prospective for 

significant copper mineralisation. 

 

Cambodia Projects 

The Cambodian Projects comprise the Kratie North Gold Project and the Snoul Gold Project. 

 

Both Projects contain various prospects which have demonstrated potential for intrusive gold 

related mineralisation. Base metal mineralisation is also noted at the Kratie North Gold Project. 

 

While results to date have been encouraging, Mekong management made the decision to farm 

out these projects to Emerald Resources NL (ASX:EMR), who have an active exploration presence 

in the country, to focus on the advancement of the Sayabouly Project.  

 

Becker Project 

The Company remains committed to the advancement of the Becker Gold Project.  

 

A reinterpretation of the September 2018 drill program has indicated the potential for a preserved 

gold-silver mineralised system. Santana’s October 2018 announcement of drilling results at the 

project included 12m @ 8.1g/t Au and 15.3g/t Ag from 12m (BDH18-08). While several subsequent 

holes returned only modest results due to an unanticipated fault disrupting the direction of the 

targeted veining, wide intercepts of intense clay altered volcanic rock will be re-assayed for 

indicative elements on the basis they are potentially indicative of the upper levels of the system, 

well above the optimal depth for gold mineralisation. Assaying and relogging of these zones based 

on this model will be undertaken in the second half of the year.  
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Board and management changes 

Upon completion of the acquisition, Santana’s Board will consist of Norm Seckold as Non-

Executive Chairman with Richard Keevers, Anthony McClure, Tony McDonald and Robert Bell 

serving as Non-Executive Directors.  Shane Pike will assume the position of Chief Executive 

Officer having served in that capacity at Mekong since September 2018.  

 

Mr Pike graduated with a Bachelor of Applied Science with a Double Major in Geology from 

Queensland University of Technology 1998. He has had 20 years technical and management 

experience in the resource sector including most recently as Exploration Manager (East Coast) for 

Evolution Mining. Mr Pike’s experience spans a range of exploration, mine development and mine 

geology roles including that with Evolution Mining (7 years), Newcrest (3 years) and Equigold (9 

years). 

 

Substantial shareholders and common directors 

Messrs Keevers and McDonald are directors of both Santana and Mekong, and in addition Messrs 

Seckold and Mr McDonald are substantial shareholders of both Santana and Mekong.  As a result 

ASX has determined that Mekong is a related party under Listing Rule 10.1.5.  To comply with the 

Listing Rules, the notice of meeting sent to Santana’s shareholders to approve the transaction will 

include an independent expert’s report opining on the fairness and reasonableness of the 

transaction, holders of Mekong shares will be excluded from voting at Santana’s shareholder 

meeting, and the securities to be issued in consideration for the acquisition will be treated as 

restricted securities. 

 

Following the transaction, and on the basis of raising $3 million through the issue of 1 billion 

shares, Mr Seckold and Mr McDonald are expected to hold 6.3% and 5.2% respectively of 

Santana’s issued ordinary shares. 

 

Santana – Mekong Agreement terms 

The material terms of the Agreement are as follows: 

 

Santana will acquire Mekong’s two subsidiaries, Dominion Metals Pty Ltd (which holds a 75% 

interest in the Sayabouly Project) and Southern Gold (Asia) Pty Ltd (which holds Mekong’s 

Cambodian Project Interests). 

 

Consideration for the acquisition comprises: 

▪ Approximately 650 million Consideration Shares. 

▪ $210,000, being a part reimbursement for exploration incurred by Mekong in developing 

its exploration assets. 

▪ 50 million Santana options (unlisted, exercise price $0.01 per share and a 14 month life 

from date of issue) to be offered to the Mekong option holders pro-rata in exchange for 

existing Mekong options.   
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Completion of the acquisition is conditional upon:  

▪ Each party completing technical, financial and legal due diligence; 

▪ Shareholder approvals of the transaction and such other matters as are required to comply 

with the Corporations Act and, in the case of Santana, the ASX Listing Rules (including 

obtaining an independent expert’s report opining on the fairness and reasonableness of 

the acquisition); 

▪ Mekong’s Joint Venture partners having agreed to waive or not exercise any rights of pre-

emption attaching to their project agreements; 

▪ Santana raising $3 million or such sum as Mekong and Santana agree at an issue price of 

no less than $0.003 per share. 

 

ASX has confirmed that it will not, as a result of the acquisition and capital raising, require Santana 

to re-comply with the admission requirements to ASX. 

 

Subject to approval by its shareholders and the Listing Rules, Mekong will distribute the 

Consideration Shares to its shareholders on a pro-rata basis.  To comply with the Listing Rules 

and as the Consideration Shares are being treated by ASX as restricted securities, from 

completion Mekong will hold the Consideration Shares on trust pro rata for its shareholders, with 

legal title to the Consideration Shares transferred to Mekong shareholders upon the earlier of 12 

months from issue and the Consideration Shares being capable of being transferred in accordance 

with the Listing Rules (including where required ASX granting a waiver to allow for the transfer of 

legal title and Mekong shareholders signing a restriction agreement for their respective 

Consideration Shares).  Pending transfer Mekong will only vote respective Consideration Shares 

at the direction of the relevant Mekong shareholders. 

 

Further details on the terms on which Mekong will hold the Consideration Shares will be set out in 

Santana’s notice of meeting to approve the acquisition. 

 

Options to be issued to Mekong option holders will be subject to escrow for 12 months from issue. 

 

Capital structure 

The proposed capital structure following the acquisition and capital raising will be as follows: 

 

Existing Shares on issue  675,199,487  29.05% 

Consideration Shares to be held by Mekong shareholders  648,721,076  27.92% 

Capital raising  1,000,000,000  43.03% 

Total  2,323,920,563  100.00% 

 

Timetable 

Santana expects to finalise a notice of meeting to shareholder in August 2019 with a shareholder 

meeting to consider approval of the transaction to occur in September 2019.  It is proposed that 

the capital raising will be undertaken at or about the time of the shareholder meeting, with 

completion of the acquisition and capital raise to occur shortly thereafter. 
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This announcement is intended to lift the trading halt of the Company’s securities. 

 

For further information, please contact: 

 

 

Tony McDonald     Cameron Peacock 

Managing Director    Investor Relations & Business Development 

+61 7 3221 7501 or    +61 439 908 732  

admin@santanaminerals.com  cpeacock@santanaminerals.com 

 

 

 

 

Competent Persons Statement  

The information in this report that relates to Exploration Results is based on information compiled 

by Mr Pike, who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Mr Pike is the 

Chief Executive Officer of Mekong Minerals Limited and has sufficient experience which is relevant 

to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he 

is undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian 

Code for Reporting of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves.’ Mr Pike 

consents to the inclusion in this report of the matters based on his information in the form and 

context in which it appears. 

 

mailto:admin@santanaminerals.com
mailto:cpeacock@santanaminerals.com


Sayabouly Project (Ni-Pt-Cr-Co and Au)

Cambodian Joint Venture Project (Au)



Forward Looking Statements

Mekong Minerals Limited has prepared this announcement based on information available to it. No representation or

warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information,

opinions and conclusions contained in this announcement. To the maximum extent permitted by law, none of Mekong

Minerals Limited, its directors, employees or agents, advisers, nor any other person accepts any liability, including,

without limitation, any liability arising from fault or negligence on the part of any of them or any other person, for
any loss arising from the use of this announcement or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with it.

This announcement is not an offer, invitation, solicitation or other recommendation with respect to the subscription

for, purchase or sale of any security, and neither this announcement nor anything in it shall form the basis of any

contract or commitment whatsoever. This announcement may contain forward looking statements that are subject to

risk factors associated with exploration businesses. It is believed that the expectations reflected in these statements

are reasonable but they may be affected by a variety of variables and changes in underlying assumptions which could

cause actual results or trends to differ materially, including but not limited to price fluctuations, actual demand,

currency fluctuations, drilling and exploration results, Resource and Reserve estimations, loss of market, industry

competition, environmental risks, physical risks, legislative, fiscal and regulatory changes, economic and financial

market conditions in various countries and regions, political risks, project delay or advancement, approvals and cost
estimates.

Exploration Results

The exploration results contained in this presentation were first announced by Santana Minerals Limited to ASX on 17

July 2019. Santana Minerals Limited confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially
affects the information included in the 17 July 2019 market announcement.



SNAP SHOT

• Sayabouly Project (75%) – potential 

significant nickel discovery to be 

made.

• Sayabouly Project located in Laos –

mining friendly district – host to Phu 

Kham and Sepon Operations.

• Free-carry exposure to promising 

gold projects in Cambodia.

• The projects well positioned to the 

currently rising nickel and gold 

prices.
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Sayabouly Project - Summary

• Three Exploration Prospects:

1. Phu Lon – Nickel, Platinum, 

Cobalt and Chromium 

mineralisation, within 

ultramafic intrusion. Main focus 

for exploration;

2. Nakhan – Gold mineralised 

veins; and

3. Phu Lon – Widespread Copper 

anomalism.

• License area 488km² expiring (and 

renewable) May 2021.

• Excellent all-year round access –

sealed highway passes project
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PHU LON NICKEL – Flagship Target

• Potential for a substantial discovery to 

be made for Nickel sulphide 

mineralisation, Platinum, Cobalt, 

Chromium. 

• Nickel mineralised ultramafic package 

with 14km strike length and 1km wide.

• Significantly mineralised trench results.

• Mineralisation not hosted by laterite -

Potential magmatic sulphide 

mineralisation (refer slide 5).

• Exploration concept similar to Jinchuan 

(China). 

➢ One of the world’s largest 

magmatic sulphide deposits (dunite 

hosted).

➢ +500 Mt @ 1.2% nickel, 0.7% 

copper, 0.4g/t PGEs. 

• No drilling completed to date at Phu 

Lon.
5



PHU LON NICKEL - TRENCH PHOTOS
Trench 2: Ni 1.16%, Co 364ppm, Pt 0.16ppm, Cr 0.56%Trench 2: Ni 0.97%, Co 232ppm, Pt 0.10ppm, Cr 

0.59%

Trench 6: Ni 0.91%, Co 408ppm, Pt 0.40ppm, Cr 0.76% Trench 7: Ni 0.98%, Co 339ppm, Pt 0.16ppm, Cr 

0.78%

6 Significant nickel results found in heavily weathered dunite host rock – not within laterite



Serpentinised Peridotite (Wehrlite?)

PHU LON NICKEL – PETROLOGY

Serpentinised Dunite

7
Chromite and magnetite (dark minerals) found between serpentinised olivine crystals –

potential for nickel sulphides in a similar manner



PHU LON NICKEL - TRENCH RESULTS

From 

(m)

Intercept 

(m)

Ni

(%)

Cr

(%)

Pt 

(ppm)

Co

(%)

Mg

(%)

Fe

(%)

TR 1 212 70 0.66 0.56 0.13 0.03 15.37 16.21

TR 1 490 88 0.58 0.43 0.1 0.02 14.03 12.58

TR 2 402 22 0.66 0.71 0.16 0.04 10.48 19.05

TR 2 503 67 0.83 0.43 0.09 0.02 18.16 11.61

TR 2 820 30 0.87 0.49 0.12 0.03 14.47 13.93

TR 3 465 90 0.67 0.44 0.12 0.02 12.75 13.63

TR 3 789 36 1.01 0.56 0.11 0.03 9.96 17.07

TR 4 0 975 0.51 0.47 0.14 0.03 12.61 16.02

TR 4 81 58 0.52 0.56 0.19 0.04 11.21 1938

TR 4 171 114 0.61 0.59 0.16 0.03 9.36 18.1

TR 4 509 196 0.58 0.45 0.15 0.03 12.48 17.13

TR 4 747 241 0.73 0.58 0.16 0.04 12.83 18.4

TR 4 862 42 1.02 0.55 0.15 0.03 15.03 16'61

TR 5 52 26 0.59 0.74 0.16 0.05 6.42 25.13

TR 5 216 30 0.67 0.43 0.05 0.02 16.26 11.87

TR 6 479 77 0.77 0.61 0.10 0.03 11.60 15.98

TR 6 754 91 0.72 0.53 0.13 0.03 14.87 15.58

TR 7 262 47 0.73 0.86 0.16 0.03 14.78 15.63

TR 7 360 24 0.72 0.71 0.21 0.04 10.98 24.97

TR 7 444 80 0.74 0.58 0.16 0.04 13.49 18.99

TR 7 508 17 0.91 0.47 0.12 0.03 14.01 17.358



SAYABOULY GEOPHYSICS

Trench 04 area

Low Resistivity Zone

High Chargeability Zone

High Magnetic Zone

Mineralised Dunite
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• Induced Polarisation geophysical survey – electrical current passed through dunite 

package identifying a low resistivity and high chargeable zone 100m below surface

• Potentially defining blind nickel sulphide mineralisation at this depth for drill testing



SECONDARY TARGET - NAKHAN GOLD
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SECONDARY TARGET - NAKHAN GOLD

• Provides additional exposure to gold 

mineralisation.

• Ore grade trench and RAB drilling 

results.

• Drilling only shallow to date.

• Gold mineralisation is intrusive. 

• Open at depth and along strike with 

shallow cover.

Trench From

(m)

Intercept

(m)

Gold

(g/t)

6-2 165.0 4.0 16.95

9-0 3.0 5.0 6.67

10-0 99.0 3.0 8.52

10-1 3.0 4.0 7.52

RAB Hole From

(m)

Intercept

(m)

Gold

(g/t)

8 14.0 9.0 5.29

71 10.0 9.0 3.23

86 12.0 4.0 3.62

148 5.0 4.0 3.01

230 26.0 10.0 3.63
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• Copper anomalism identified in 

andesite sequence.

• Native copper, chalcopyrite-

malachite +/- azurite identified.

• Soil and spur sampling program 

currently being undertaken; 

awaiting results in the southern 

area.

• Additional mapping in southern 

area identified further secondary 

copper mineralisation.

PHU LON COPPER
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PHU LON COPPER
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SAYABOULY FORWARD PLAN

• Targeting major bulk tonnage intrusive 

nickel sulphide, platinum, cobalt and 

chromium deposit.

• ‘Proof of Concept’ maiden drilling 

program to be completed –

determining nature of nickel 

mineralisation (2,000m of diamond 

drilling).

• Electrical geophysics - Induced 

Polarisation (IP) - program giving 1km 

spaced lines across the entire 14km 

strike length of prospect.
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SAYABOULY NEWS FLOW

Oct – Dec 2019

• Proof of Concept drilling – maiden 
drill program

Jan – Mar 2020

• 3DIP Survey

• Structural and litho-geochemical 
review

• Mapping and data review, Nakhan Au

Exploration Schedule

NEWS FLOW

• October - November 2019 – Commencement of maiden diamond drill program (2,000m).

• November – December 2019 – Assay results reporting.

• December 2019 – Interpretation of results and further work to deterimined (additional drilling, 

induced polarisation geophysical survey).

• January 2020 – Commencement of 3D induced polarisation geophysical survey.

• January-February 2020 – Further mapping and data review, Nakhan Au
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• Farm out to Emerald Resources 

(ASX:EMR).

• Two exploration licences covering 

approximately 409 km² with Emerald 

earning 60% over 2 years.

• Previous drilling has returned highly 

encouraging gold results.

• Licences are located nearby to 

Emerald’s 100,000 ounce per annum 

Okvau Gold Mine development. 

• This free-carry opportunity provides 

Mekong shareholders with uplift 

potential without additional capital.

• Initial drilling by Emerald being 

planned.

CAMBODIA – EXPLORATION FARM-IN 

16



1Emerald Resources NL, ASX Announcement, 26th November 2018

CAMBODIA – OH TRON1 - North Kratie
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For further information, please contact:

Shane Pike Chief Executive Officer

shanepike@mekongminerals.com
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JORC Code, 2012 Edition – Table 1  

Section 1 Sampling Techniques and Data 

(Criteria in this section apply to all succeeding sections.) 

Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Sampling 

techniques 

• Nature and quality of sampling (e.g. cut channels, random 
chips, or specific specialised industry standard measurement 
tools appropriate to the minerals under investigation, such as 
down hole gamma sondes, or handheld XRF instruments, etc). 
These examples should not be taken as limiting the broad 
meaning of sampling. 

• Include reference to measures taken to ensure sample 
representivity and the appropriate calibration of any 
measurement tools or systems used. 

• Aspects of the determination of mineralisation that are Material 
to the Public Report. 

• In cases where ‘industry standard’ work has been done this 
would be relatively simple (e.g. ‘reverse circulation drilling was 
used to obtain 1 m samples from which 3 kg was pulverised to 
produce a 30 g charge for fire assay’). In other cases more 
explanation may be required, such as where there is coarse 
gold that has inherent sampling problems. Unusual 
commodities or mineralisation types (e.g. submarine nodules) 
may warrant disclosure of detailed information. 

 

  

• Sayabouly - Sampling included: 
Stream sediment. (-80#) was conducted in active streams. 

Duplicates taken and standard samples also inserted in 

dispatches for analysis quality. 

Rock chip. A total of 1,762 rock chip samples were 

collected for routine analysis. Trenching samples were 

collected 1-3m below surface, at or close to the interface 

between red-brown soils-earth laterite and weathered 

ultramafic units. Soil sampling; B horizon 15-30 cm depth 

and routine analysis for suite of elements. 

Previously drilled Rotary Air Blast (RAB) sampling was 

conducted at the Nakhan prospect on intervals determined 

by the geologist at the time, corresponding to visually 

interpreted mineralisation. Retention of samples as a 

geological record is held by Mekong Minerals. 

 

• Snoul/Kratie North – Sampling included: soil sampling 
(shallow samples and auger), rock-chip sampling, 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Trenching, typically sampled at 1-2 metre intervals, RC and 
diamond drilling.  
Soil auger samples (approx. 500g) were taken by Emerald 

Resources and collected from hand auger to refusal depth 

in in-situ weathered bedrock (B/C horizon soil transition). 

The sample was sieved to collect a sample passing 2mm. 

Transported material was not sampled to avoid spurious 

anomalism and assist in confirming bedrock geology. 

Rock-chip sampling completed by Emerald Resources 

aimed to collect 3-5kg of niche mineralisation samples. 

Previously drilled samples were taken on intervals 

determined by the geologist at the time of sampling, 

corresponding to visually interpreted mineralised intervals. 

No specific information is available for the sub-sampling 

methodology used to generate these samples for 

laboratory submission. Retention of sample as a geological 

record wasn’t verified. 

Historical RC drilling samples taken from a cyclone on a 1 

metre basis. The specific sub-sampling equipment utilised 

wasn’t known and therefore representivity is not known. 

Emerald undertook field investigations to confirm collar 

locations and evidence of work areas on the Kratie North 

Project where possible. The findings of this field 

investigation corresponded well with the reported works. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Drilling 

techniques 

• Drill type (e.g. core, reverse circulation, open-hole hammer, 
rotary air blast, auger, Bangka, sonic, etc) and details (e.g. core 
diameter, triple or standard tube, depth of diamond tails, face-
sampling bit or other type, whether core is oriented and if so, by 
what method, etc). 

• Sayabouly: At the Nakhan prospect total of 207 RAB drill 
holes for 7012 metres completed. 

 

• Snoul/Kratie North: 51 RC drill holes and 37 diamond holes. 
Drilling information for Snoul and Kratie North was sourced 

from statutory reporting to the Cambodian Mines and 

Energy Department; the diameter of the diamond core and 

RC hole wasn’t recorded. Orientation survey data was 

determined at time of reporting. 

 

Drill sample 

recovery 

• Method of recording and assessing core and chip sample 
recoveries and results assessed. 

• Measures taken to maximise sample recovery and ensure 
representative nature of the samples. 

• Whether a relationship exists between sample recovery and 
grade and whether sample bias may have occurred due to 
preferential loss/gain of fine/coarse material. 

• Sayabouly: The drilling results relate to historical sampling 
results. Drill recoveries weren’t recorded, and therefore the 
relationship between sample recovery and grade was 
unable to be confirmed. 

 

• Snoul/Kratie North: The drilling results relate to historical 
sampling results. Drill recoveries were not known. It is not 
possible to confirm the relationship between sample 
recovery and grade. 

Logging • Whether core and chip samples have been geologically and 
geotechnically logged to a level of detail to support appropriate 
Mineral Resource estimation, mining studies and metallurgical 
studies. 

• Whether logging is qualitative or quantitative in nature. Core (or 
costean, channel, etc) photography. 

• The total length and percentage of the relevant intersections 

• Sayabouly: All RAB chip samples were logged using 
lithology, alteration, veining, mineralisation. The entire hole 
was logged by a geologist. Trenches logged for rock type 
indications. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

logged. • Snoul/Kratie North: Rock chips and soil samples taken by 
Emerald Resources were logged (qualitatively) recording 
regolith, lithology, alteration, structure and mineralisation 
style.  
Geological logging of all drill samples was logged, with 

recovery not recorded 

 

Sub-

sampling 

techniques 

and sample 

preparation 

• If core, whether cut or sawn and whether quarter, half or all 
core taken. 

• If non-core, whether riffled, tube sampled, rotary split, etc and 
whether sampled wet or dry. 

• For all sample types, the nature, quality and appropriateness of 
the sample preparation technique. 

• Quality control procedures adopted for all sub-sampling stages 
to maximise representivity of samples. 

• Measures taken to ensure that the sampling is representative 
of the in-situ material collected, including for instance results for 
field duplicate/second-half sampling. 

• Whether sample sizes are appropriate to the grain size of the 
material being sampled. 

• Sayabouly: The RAB drilling samples from the Nakhan Gold 
Prospect were taken over 2, 3 and 4 metre intervals, with 
each sample size weighing approximately 2 kilograms. No 
additional information was available for the sub-sampling 
methodology used to generate samples for laboratory 
submission. Each sample was sent for multi-element assay 
using ICP techniques, with the entire sample pulverized and 
homogenised with an extract taken for assay. Assays are 
considered representative of the sample collected. 
Trench sample lengths geologically determined, commonly 

2 to 5 m. Samples were taken from V channels cut 3 cm 

wide 3 cm deep, collected by half-poly pipe with 1.5 – 2.0 

kg of material collected and weighed. Samples would have 

considerable moisture and were lab dried and weighed. 

Sampling was performed to adequate industry standards 

and is fit for the purpose of planning exploration 

programmes and generating targets for investigation. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

• Snoul / Kratie North: Details of the previously drilled sample 
data couldn’t reliably confirm that RC samples were dry and 
free of free of significant contamination. Also, it wasn’t 
confirmed that the RC drilling results weren’t compromised 
due to excessive moisture. 
The Competent Person cannot reliably confirm the specific 

sub-sampling techniques and sample preparation used to 

generate samples to be sent for assay from the data 

available. 

It is not known whether a sub-sample was retained as a 

geological record. 

No review of historic sampling practices has been 

completed nor possible from the data available. 

 

Quality of 

assay data 

and 

laboratory 

tests 

• The nature, quality and appropriateness of the assaying and 
laboratory procedures used and whether the technique is 
considered partial or total. 

• For geophysical tools, spectrometers, handheld XRF 
instruments, etc, the parameters used in determining the 
analysis including instrument make and model, reading times, 
calibrations factors applied and their derivation, etc. 

• Nature of quality control procedures adopted (e.g. standards, 
blanks, duplicates, external laboratory checks) and whether 
acceptable levels of accuracy (i.e. lack of bias) and precision 
have been established. 

• Sayabouly: It is the Competent Person’s opinion that there 
was sufficient confidence that the assaying was appropriate 
for the mineralisation present and is fit for the purpose of 
planning exploration programs and generating targets for 
investigation. 
Geosan Mongolia (GSM) compiled all past geophysical 

data for the project areas. In consolidating and 

reprocessing the geophysical data, GSM applied checks 

on the quality of the data and concluded that the data were 

appropriate for regional targeting exercises. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

None of the previous reports reviewed by GSM to date 

specified the use of any spectrometers or handheld XRF 

tools. 

 

• Snoul / Kratie North: Previously drilled samples were sent 
to laboratories including McPhar Geoservices (Philippines), 
ALS (Lao) and Intertek (China and Philippines). The specific 
assay methods and specific assay laboratories used for the 
specific drill samples is not known. 
Adherence to appropriate sample preparation and 

analytical quality control programmes cannot be verified. 

Adherence to industry standard QAQC protocols for the 

historical sampling and assays cannot be verified.  

 

Verification 

of sampling 

and 

assaying 

• The verification of significant intersections by either 
independent or alternative company personnel. 

• The use of twinned holes. 

• Documentation of primary data, data entry procedures, data 
verification, data storage (physical and electronic) protocols. 

• Discuss any adjustment to assay data. 

• Sayabouly: Mekong Minerals notes that exploration was 
undertaken by a reputable company, with previously 
recorded data is held in an appropriate database format. 

 

• Snoul / Kratie North: Early stage exploration only with 
limited data available in the records. Historical sampling and 
assay verification processes were unknown. 
No sample recording procedures were known for reported 

data from previous drilling.  

Data will be migrated to Emerald Resource’s database.  
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Mekong Minerals notes that exploration was undertaken by 

a reputable company; however, their procedures cannot be 

verified. 

Location of 

data points 

• Accuracy and quality of surveys used to locate drill holes (collar 
and down-hole surveys), trenches, mine workings and other 
locations used in Mineral Resource estimation. 

• Specification of the grid system used. 

• Quality and adequacy of topographic control. 

• Sayabouly: GPS co-ordinates used for all locations. 
 

• Snoul / Kratie North: Survey methods for precious drilling 
were unreported; however, Emerald Resources undertook 
drill collar verification using handheld GPS devices and 
confirmed survey accuracy. 

Data 

spacing 

and 

distribution 

• Data spacing for reporting of Exploration Results. 

• Whether the data spacing and distribution is sufficient to 
establish the degree of geological and grade continuity 
appropriate for the Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve 
estimation procedure(s) and classifications applied. 

• Whether sample compositing has been applied. 

• Sayabouly: Phu Lon - Trenches sufficiently spaced to give 
a regional profile, with no resource estimated for the 
prospect 
Nakhan Gold drilling was sufficient for a first pass drilling 

concept, but not sufficient for a resource to be estimated. 

Phu Lon Copper anomalism gives sufficient density to 

determine anomalism on a regional scale only. 

 

• Snoul / Kratie North: No regular drill spacing, consist with 
early stage exploration stage of these projects. 
Current drill spacing is inadequate to establish geological 

and grade continuity required for estimation of resources. 

No compositing was applied. 

Orientation 

of data in 

• Whether the orientation of sampling achieves unbiased 
sampling of possible structures and the extent to which this is 
known, considering the deposit type. 

• Sayabouly: Trench sampling was completed perpendicular 
to the boundaries of the ultramafic and mafic intrusive units. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

relation to 

geological 

structure 

• If the relationship between the drilling orientation and the 
orientation of key mineralised structures is considered to have 
introduced a sampling bias, this should be assessed and 
reported if material. 

Mapping of Nakhan’s rare surface outcrop and trenches 

found mineralised veins were approximately vertical 

dipping. All drilling completed at this location was by a 

RAB rig, with no structural data from this method able to 

be acquired. All RAB holes were drilled at 60 degrees from 

horizonal; therefore, intercepts are not true width 

intercepts. It is interpreted that the intercepts cut the 

veining at an angle of 30 degrees, but this is an 

approximation only. Based on this information it is likely 

there is some sampling bias that can’t be definitively 

determined, but not considered significant. 

 

• Snoul / Kratie North. Relevant mineral structures not yet 
recognised 
 

Due to the early stage of exploration, determination of true 

widths and definition of mineralised directions encountered 

in drilling wasn’t always possible. 

Drilling was completed at various orientations, and the risk 

of significant sampling orientation bias wasn’t determined. 

Sample 

security 

• The measures taken to ensure sample security. • Sayabouly - Chain of custody was managed by Dominion 
Laos. Samples were sent to ALS analytical laboratory in 
Vientiane, Brisbane and Perth, tracked by ALS Global 
Management System. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

• Snoul/Kratie North: Chain of custody was managed by 
Emerald Resources subsidiary, Renaissance. Staff from 
renaissance manage this process, where samples are sent 
to the ALS sample preparation facility in Phnom Penh, with 
paper form and electronic sample submissions.  
ALS assumes responsibility for shipment of samples from 

Phnom Penh to the to the analytical laboratories in 

Vientiane, Brisbane and Perth, with all samples are 

tracked via their Global Enterprise Management System.  

Bulk residues are stored by the ALS laboratories. 

Audits or 

reviews 

• The results of any audits or reviews of sampling techniques 
and data. 

• No external audits or reviews were conducted aside from 
internal company review. 
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Section 2 Reporting of Exploration Results 

(Criteria listed in the preceding section also apply to this section.) 

Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Mineral 

tenement 

and land 

tenure 

status 

• Type, reference name/number, location and ownership 
including agreements or material issues with third parties such 
as joint ventures, partnerships, overriding royalties, native title 
interests, historical sites, wilderness or national park and 
environmental settings. 

• The security of the tenure held at the time of reporting along 
with any known impediments to obtaining a licence to operate 
in the area. 

• Sayabouly: In March 2018, Mekong Minerals completed a 
sale and purchase agreement with Dominion Mining Limited 
for the purchase of all of the shares in Dominion Metals Pty 
Ltd (Dominion Metals). Dominion Metals, through its wholly 
owned Lao subsidiary, Dominion (Lao) Co Ltd, holds the 
Sayabouly Project located in the Sayabouly province in 
western Lao. Mekong Minerals holds an effective 75% 
beneficial interest in the Sayabouly Project, with the 
remaining 25% beneficial interest being free carried to the 
completion of a definitive feasibility study.  

 

• Snoul/Kratie North: In April 2017, Southern Gold (Asia) Pty 
Ltd (a wholly owned subsidiary of Mekong Minerals), 
entered into a farm-out and incorporated joint venture 
agreement with Renaissance Cambodia Pty Ltd 
(Renaissance), pursuant to which Renaissance will sole 
fund US$0.5 million of exploration expenditure on each of 
the Cambodian Exploration Licences within two years to 
earn a 30% shareholding in SG Asia. Renaissance can elect 
to sole fund a further US$1.0 million of exploration 
expenditure on each of the two Cambodian Exploration 
Licences over the following two years, to increase its 
shareholding in SG Asia to 60%.  
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Upon Renaissance earning a 60% shareholding in SG 

Asia, Mekong Minerals may elect to either contribute to 

maintain its shareholding in SG Asia of 40% or not to 

contribute, in which case Renaissance may earn a further 

25% shareholding in SG Asia, by managing SG Asia and 

providing loan funding to complete a definitive feasibility 

study, during which period Mekong Minerals will be free 

carried. 

 

In May 2019 an amendment was made to the joint venture 

agreement, extending the farm-out timeline to a maximum 

date of August 2020. This extension provision was 

completed to allow an Initial Environmental Impact 

Assessment (IEIA) to be undertaken and submitted for 

approval by the Cambodian Government. This process is 

necessary for drilling to be undertaken on the Cambodian 

Projects. 

Exploration 

done by 

other 

parties 

• Acknowledgment and appraisal of exploration by other parties. • Sayabouly: Extensive regional exploration activities by 
Dominion (Lao) Co Ltd prior to 2015. Work included stream 
and soil sample geochemistry, mapping and geophysical 
work. Trenching was also undertaken.  
Dominion (Lao) completed drilling at the Nakhan Gold 

Prospect. 

 

• Snoul/Kratie North: Exploration completed by previous 
explorers were Southern Gold Ltd and included soil 
sampling, geophysical data collection and drilling.  
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

Geology • Deposit type, geological setting and style of mineralisation. • Sayabouly: Principal interest is the Phu Lon Prospect; a 
north-trending 1.0 x 14 km nickel, platinum, chromium and 
cobalt geochemical anomaly that is partially overlapped by 
the Phu Lon copper prospect. 
Pervasive mineralisation is present as demonstrated 

through trenching, which is hosted within mafic-ultramafic 

dyke that consists of a basal unit of dunite, an outer layer 

of pyroxenite and outermost layer of gabbro. 

 

• Snoul/Kratie North: Gold occurrences within the Mekong 
Minerals Projects are interpreted as an “intrusion-related 
gold system”. Mineralisation is hosted mostly in Cretaceous 
age intrusions and, to a lesser extent, in surrounding 
hornfels (metamorphosed, fine-grained clastic sediments). 
Gold mineralisation is typically hosted within a complex 
array of sulphide veins. 
Mineralisation is structurally controlled, confined mostly to 

the diorite. 

Drill hole 

Information 

• A summary of all information material to the understanding of 
the exploration results including a tabulation of the following 
information for all Material drill holes: 

o easting and northing of the drill hole collar 
o elevation or RL (Reduced Level – elevation above 

sea level in metres) of the drill hole collar 
o dip and azimuth of the hole 
o down hole length and interception depth 
o hole length. 

• Sayabouly: A summary of trenching details for Phu Lon are 
provided in Appendix 1, and Nakhan drilling information are 
found in Appendix 2. Only intercepts with a minimum width 
of 1 metre at a 0.5g/t gold cut-off were considered 
significant.  

 

• Snoul/Kratie North: No drilling results are being reported. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

• If the exclusion of this information is justified on the basis that 
the information is not Material and this exclusion does not 
detract from the understanding of the report, the Competent 
Person should clearly explain why this is the case. 

 

Data 

aggregatio

n methods 

• In reporting Exploration Results, weighting averaging 
techniques, maximum and/or minimum grade truncations (e.g. 
cutting of high grades) and cut-off grades are usually Material 
and should be stated. 

• Where aggregate intercepts incorporate short lengths of high-
grade results and longer lengths of low-grade results, the 
procedure used for such aggregation should be stated and 
some typical examples of such aggregations should be shown 
in detail. 

• The assumptions used for any reporting of metal equivalent 
values should be clearly stated. 

• Sayabouly: Trench results for Phu Lon were calculated with 
0.5% Ni lower cut-off grade, and a maximum of 4m of 
internal waste. Internal high-grade zones within these 
calculated intervals (specifically recorded on slide 5 and 8 
of the Mekong Minerals Presentation for trenches 3 and 4) 
utilised a 0.8% Ni lower cut-off grade with the same internal 
dilution used. All intercepts were calculated on a weighted 
average basis. 
Significant drill intercepts from the Nakhan Gold Prospect 

were reported at a 0.5g/t Au cut-off grade, with a maximum 

internal dilution of 4m (in a single zone of waste). A 

weighted average grade was calculated. No high-grade top 

cuts or rounding were applied, results for gold only. 

• Snoul/Kratie North: No drilling results are being reported. 

Relationshi

p between 

mineralisati

on widths 

and 

intercept 

lengths 

• These relationships are particularly important in the reporting of 
Exploration Results. 

• If the geometry of the mineralisation with respect to the drill 
hole angle is known, its nature should be reported. 

• If it is not known and only the down hole lengths are reported, 
there should be a clear statement to this effect (e.g. ‘down hole 
length, true width not known’). 

• Sayabouly: Trench sampling at the Phu Lon Nickel Prospect 
was completed perpendicular to contact boundaries and 
interpreted to be true width. 
Mapping of Nakhan’s rare surface outcrop and trenches 

found mineralised veins were approximately vertical 

dipping. All drilling completed at this location was by a 

RAB rig, with no structural data from this method able to 

be acquired. All RAB holes were drilled at 60 degrees from 

horizonal; therefore, intercepts are not true width 

intercepts. It is interpreted that the intercepts cut the 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

veining at an angle of 30 degrees, but this is an 

approximation only. 

• Snoul / Kratie North.  Based on the trenching and drill data 
interpretation, it is inferred that the mineralised zones are 
trending north-northwest and generally dipping to the 
southwest. 
True widths are unknown and vary depending on the 

orientation of target structures.  

Diagrams • Appropriate maps and sections (with scales) and tabulations of 
intercepts should be included for any significant discovery 
being reported These should include, but not be limited to a 
plan view of drill hole collar locations and appropriate sectional 
views. 

• All diagrams are contained within the Mekong Minerals 
Project Presentation. 

Balanced 

reporting 

• Where comprehensive reporting of all Exploration Results is 
not practicable, representative reporting of both low and high 
grades and/or widths should be practiced to avoid misleading 
reporting of Exploration Results. 

• All results greater than 0.5% nickel were reported with a 
minimum width of greater than 20m. 

• All significant drilling results being intersections with a 
minimum width of 3 metres at a cut-off of 0.5g/t gold and 
intercepts with a width of less than 3 metres at 1.0g/t gold 
cut-off are reported. 

Other 

substantive 

exploration 

data 

• Other exploration data, if meaningful and material, should be 
reported including (but not limited to): geological observations; 
geophysical survey results; geochemical survey results; bulk 
samples – size and method of treatment; metallurgical test 
results; bulk density, groundwater, geotechnical and rock 
characteristics; potential deleterious or contaminating 
substances. 

• No other exploration data is determined to be material to this 
announcement. 

 

Further 

work 

• The nature and scale of planned further work (e.g. tests for 
lateral extensions or depth extensions or large-scale step-out 
drilling). 

• It is planned that a maiden drilling program at Phu Lon to 
ascertain the nickel mineralisation will be undertaken; this 
will be the maiden drill program for the prospect. 
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Criteria JORC Code explanation Commentary 

• Diagrams clearly highlighting the areas of possible extensions, 
including the main geological interpretations and future drilling 
areas, provided this information is not commercially sensitive. 

• Further mapping and re-interpretation of the data at the 
Nakhan Gold Prospect will be completed to determine 
prospectivity. 
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Appendix 1 – Sayabouly Trench Table 

Hole ID Prospect 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

000010LTR Phu Lon 771184 2051864 433 90 0 39 

000011LTR Phu Lon 771255 2052500 390 90 0 26 

000012LTR Phu Lon 771310 2052500 401 90 0 372 

000013LTR Phu Lon 771722 2052500 396 90 0 280 

000021LTR Phu Lon 770508 2051500 348 90 0 490 

000022LTR Phu Lon 771027 2051500 404 90 0 588 

000031LTR Phu Lon 772405 2056508 558 95 0 870 

000041LTR Phu Lon 772252 2061750 683 90 0 1062 

000051LTR Phu Lon 772478 2060000 640 90 0 332 

Trench06 Phu Lon 772429 2061475 680 90 0 994 

Trench07 Phu Lon 773219 2062009 680 90 0 522 

000061LTR Nakhan 778802 2063781 358 93 0 50 

000062LTR Nakhan 778917 2063782 351 90 0 240 

000063LTR Nakhan 778802 2063781 358 93 0 50 

000064LTR Nakhan 778917 2063782 351 90 0 240 

000070LTR Nakhan 778551 2063787 357 95 0 251 

000071LTR Nakhan 778551 2063787 357 95 0 207 

000080LTR Nakhan 778841 2063730 365 90 0 85 

000090LTR Nakhan 779157 2063772 362 90 0 240 

000100LTR Nakhan 779030 2063878 346 90 0 193 

000101LTR Nakhan 779133 2063877 343.5 270 0 7 

000102LTR Nakhan 779071 2063877 345.5 270 0 4 

000110LTR Nakhan 778776 2063875 365 90 0 143 

000111LTR Nakhan 778914 2063874 356 270 0 17 

000120LTR Nakhan 778906 2063878 359 90 0 124 

000130LTR Nakhan 778900 2063626 358 50 0 222 

000131LTR Nakhan 779018 2063625 348.5 270 0 3 

000132LTR Nakhan 779039 2063625 349 270 0 4 

000133LTR Nakhan 778955 2063625 353 270 0 7 

000140LTR Nakhan 778663 2063670 360 90 0 160 
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Hole ID Prospect 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

000141LTR Nakhan 778744 2063669 360 270 0 5 

000150LTR Nakhan 779160 2063663 348 90 0 113 

000160LTR Nakhan 778821 2063510 330 90 0 350 

000170LTR Nakhan 778391 2062698 356.5 90 0 363 

000180LTR Nakhan 778851 2063989 339 90 0 59 

000181LTR Nakhan 778859 2063988 339 270 0 5 

000190LTR Nakhan 779228 2063877 338 90 0 85 

000200LTR Nakhan 779448 2063792 339 90 0 49 

000210LTR Nakhan 779561 2063792 345 90 0 15 

000220LTR Nakhan 778438 2063672 350 90 0 228 

000230LTR Nakhan 778418 2063510 351 90 0 405 

000010LTR Phu Lon 771184 2051864 433 90 0 39 

 

Appendix 2 – Sayabouly Nakhan Gold Prospect 

Drilling Table 

Hole ID 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

00001LRA 779142 2063777 350 090 -60 25 

00002LRA 779102 2063781 346 090 -60 21 

00003LRA 778701 2064205 384 090 -60 30 

00004LRA 778664 2064203 382 090 -60 33 

00005LRA 779237 2063775 348 090 -60 42 

00006LRA 779074 2063778 349 090 -60 28 

00007LRA 779040 2063781 353 090 -60 32 

00008LRA 778821 2063776 362 090 -60 27 

00009LRA 778788 2063778 361 090 -60 21 

00010LRA 778783 2063778 361 090 -60 21 

00011LRA 779315 2063300 343 090 -60 17 

00012LRA 779282 2063301 344 090 -60 24 

00013LRA 779249 2063299 344 090 -60 21 
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Hole ID 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

00014LRA 779218 2063302 342 090 -60 30 

00015LRA 779187 2063301 343 090 -60 30 

00016LRA 779154 2063302 342 090 -60 26 

00017LRA 779115 2063297 344 090 -60 24 

00018LRA 779084 2063302 347 090 -60 27 

00019LRA 779050 2063303 350 090 -60 45 

00020LRA 779020 2063302 352 090 -60 33 

00021LRA 778988 2063302 354 090 -60 45 

00022LRA 778954 2063301 355 090 -60 45 

00023LRA 778918 2063301 355 090 -60 45 

00024LRA 778884 2063301 355 090 -60 39 

00025LRA 778849 2063297 354 090 -60 32 

00026LRA 778817 2063294 353 090 -60 29 

00027LRA 778782 2063294 352 090 -60 24 

00028LRA 778750 2063291 358 090 -60 36 

00029LRA 778719 2063298 363 090 -60 48 

00030LRA 778687 2063301 368 090 -60 35 

00031LRA 778652 2063302 371 090 -60 48 

00032LRA 778618 2063306 371 090 -60 45 

00033LRA 778585 2063307 368 090 -60 45 

00034LRA 778551 2063302 365 090 -60 45 

00035LRA 778517 2063301 362 090 -60 28 

00036LRA 779187 2063057 339 090 -60 21 

00037LRA 779153 2063058 348 090 -60 23 

00038LRA 779120 2063065 350 090 -60 20 

00039LRA 779088 2063053 346 090 -60 23 

00040LRA 779054 2063053 350 090 -60 27 

00041LRA 779021 2063056 346 090 -60 30 

00042LRA 778988 2063056 345 090 -60 24 

00043LRA 778954 2063057 345 090 -60 33 

00044LRA 778923 2063053 345 090 -60 23 
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Hole ID 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

00045LRA 778886 2063053 345 090 -60 27 

00046LRA 778856 2063053 344 090 -60 32 

00047LRA 778822 2063054 344 090 -60 24 

00048LRA 778789 2063053 344 090 -60 26 

00049LRA 778758 2063054 343 090 -60 27 

00050LRA 778725 2063051 345 090 -60 26 

00051LRA 778693 2063048 345 090 -60 28 

00052LRA 778661 2063050 344 090 -60 23 

00053LRA 778624 2063051 342 090 -60 32 

00054LRA 778585 2063050 347 090 -60 38 

00055LRA 778556 2063053 348 090 -60 33 

00056LRA 778526 2063050 347 090 -60 27 

00057LRA 778494 2063055 353 090 -60 45 

00058LRA 778466 2063053 353 090 -60 45 

00059LRA 778432 2063052 345 090 -60 45 

00060LRA 778399 2063049 351 090 -60 45 

00061LRA 778370 2063047 352 090 -60 48 

00062LRA 778436 2063259 354 090 -60 51 

00063LRA 778403 2063258 354 090 -60 36 

00064LRA 778370 2063300 355 090 -60 48 

00065LRA 778337 2063299 357 090 -60 51 

00066LRA 778301 2063296 358 090 -60 45 

00067LRA 778270 2063297 360 090 -60 45 

00068LRA 778235 2063296 360 090 -60 24 

00069LRA 778206 2063297 360 090 -60 25 

00070LRA 779315 2063290 343 090 -60 22 

00071LRA 778821 2063775 361 090 -60 45 

00072LRA 779819 2064200 351 090 -60 26 

00073LRA 779792 2064194 356 090 -60 25 

00074LRA 779754 2064194 358 090 -60 27 

00075LRA 779718 2064196 360 090 -60 46 
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Hole ID 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

00076LRA 779685 2064194 358 090 -60 51 

00077LRA 779092 2063874 343 090 -60 32 

00078LRA 779061 2063880 343 090 -60 43 

00079LRA 779028 2063877 343 090 -60 40 

00080LRA 778996 2063875 343 090 -60 48 

00081LRA 778962 2063874 343 090 -60 45 

00082LRA 779201 2063774 351 090 -60 45 

00083LRA 779168 2063780 354 090 -60 45 

00084LRA 779115 2063780 348 090 -60 27 

00085LRA 779089 2063780 347 090 -60 42 

00086LRA 779055 2063780 352 090 -60 25 

00087LRA 779007 2063780 354 090 -60 42 

00088LRA 778929 2063875 347 090 -60 48 

00089LRA 778896 2063871 352 090 -60 45 

00090LRA 778862 2063868 355 090 -60 45 

00091LRA 778756 2063771 360 090 -60 43 

00092LRA 779012 2063625 357 090 -60 45 

00093LRA 778982 2063623 358 090 -60 45 

00094LRA 778764 2063670 361 090 -60 45 

00095LRA 778733 2063670 361 090 -60 44 

00096LRA 778697 2063670 361 090 -60 45 

00097LRA 778662 2063667 361 090 -60 33 

00098LRA 779665 2064193 358 090 -60 45 

00099LRA 779615 2064195 356 090 -60 45 

00100LRA 779577 2064192 355 090 -60 45 

00101LRA 779543 2064193 356 090 -60 45 

00102LRA 779508 2064198 350 090 -60 51 

00103LRA 779473 2064199 351 090 -60 19 

00104LRA 779438 2064199 348 090 -60 25 

00105LRA 779401 2064201 347 090 -60 44 

00106LRA 779367 2064200 347 090 -60 25 
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Hole ID 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

00107LRA 779329 2064201 346 090 -60 37 

00108LRA 779301 2064209 346 090 -60 45 

00109LRA 779266 2064197 347 090 -60 36 

00110LRA 779225 2064197 345 090 -60 23 

00111LRA 779193 2064201 347 090 -60 24 

00112LRA 779159 2064198 354 090 -60 24 

00113LRA 779125 2064196 354 090 -60 25 

00114LRA 779089 2064198 354 090 -60 18 

00115LRA 779053 2064201 354 090 -60 21 

00116LRA 779018 2064199 354 090 -60 45 

00117LRA 778984 2064201 354 090 -60 27 

00118LRA 778947 2064201 354 090 -60 24 

00119LRA 778913 2064209 357 090 -60 32 

00120LRA 778878 2064202 357 090 -60 36 

00121LRA 778839 2064206 356 090 -60 43 

00122LRA 778809 2064201 356 090 -60 45 

00123LRA 778776 2064202 356 090 -60 45 

00124LRA 779826 2064519 360 090 -60 29 

00125LRA 779792 2064519 360 090 -60 29 

00126LRA 779760 2064519 357 090 -60 45 

00127LRA 779726 2064520 362 090 -50 45 

00128LRA 779693 2064524 363 090 -60 45 

00129LRA 779269 2064522 349 090 -60 45 

00130LRA 779234 2064506 356 090 -60 45 

00131LRA 779201 2064505 359 090 -60 33 

00132LRA 779169 2064507 358 090 -60 28 

00133LRA 779134 2064506 364 090 -60 27 

00134LRA 779097 2064505 364 090 -60 39 

00135LRA 779063 2064506 364 090 -60 34 

00136LRA 779024 2064515 360 090 -60 26 

00137LRA 778994 2064512 361 090 -60 29 
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Hole ID 

WGS84_47 

Easting 

WGS84_47 

Northing 

RL 

(m) 

Azimuth Dip 

Depth 

(m) 

00138LRA 778958 2064512 361 090 -60 45 

00139LRA 778925 2064509 360 090 -60 19 

00140LRA 778890 2064508 362 090 -60 26 

00141LRA 779422 2063318 347 090 -60 31 

00142LRA 779386 2063310 345 090 -60 19 

00143LRA 779352 2063308 340 090 -60 25 

00144LRA 779127 2063881 343 090 -60 30 

00145LRA 779161 2063882 343 090 -60 25 

00146LRA 779195 2063881 343 090 -60 33 

00147LRA 779219 2063872 343 090 -60 51 

00148LRA 778362 2062541 346 090 -60 45 

00149LRA 778396 2062523 346 090 -60 48 

00150LRA 778430 2062508 347 090 -60 45 

00151LRA 778463 2062485 347 090 -60 45 

00152LRA 778496 2062467 348 090 -60 12 

00153LRA 778505 2062469 348 090 -60 18 

00154LRA 778518 2062472 348 090 -60 12 

00155LRA 778527 2062472 348 090 -60 12 

00156LRA 778538 2062477 348 090 -60 17 

00157LRA 778578 2062465 348 090 -60 14 

00158LRA 778619 2062484 348 090 -60 28 

00159LRA 778640 2062479 349 090 -60 18 

00160LRA 778680 2062485 349 090 -60 15 

00161LRA 778720 2062476 349 090 -60 16 

00162LRA 778760 2062486 349 090 -60 26 

00163LRA 778794 2062492 346 090 -60 13 

00164LRA 778836 2062497 347 090 -60 17 

00165LRA 778114 2062607 363 090 -60 20 

00166LRA 778129 2062608 361 090 -60 22 

00167LRA 778148 2062609 359 090 -60 22 

00168LRA 778180 2062606 355 090 -60 20 
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00169LRA 778212 2062594 352 090 -60 21 

00170LRA 778241 2062592 350 090 -60 13 

00171LRA 778274 2062578 348 090 -60 34 

00172LRA 778299 2062571 348 090 -60 45 

00173LRA 778325 2062541 348 090 -60 45 

00174LRA 778793 2063778 361 090 -60 45 

00175LRA 778679 2063670 361 090 -60 45 

00176LRA 778871 2063053 345 090 -60 20 

00177LRA 778839 2063053 345 090 -60 25 

00178LRA 779069 2063778 350 090 -60 11 

00179LRA 779147 2063777 350 090 -60 48 

00180LRA 779142 2063887 343 090 -60 27 

00181LRA 779107 2063874 345 090 -60 31 

00182LRA 778952 2064006 349 090 -60 40 

00183LRA 778981 2064005 349 090 -60 45 

00184LRA 778904 2064006 347 090 -60 42 

00185LRA 778929 2064005 348 090 -60 42 

00186LRA 778962 2064005 349 090 -60 33 

00187LRA 779016 2063990 349 090 -60 45 

00188LRA 779049 2063986 350 090 -60 45 

00189LRA 779082 2063986 350 090 -60 45 

00190LRA 779117 2063986 350 090 -60 45 

00191LRA 779149 2063986 349 090 -60 45 

00192LRA 779179 2063986 348 090 -60 29 

00193LRA 779218 2063986 349 090 -60 35 

00194LRA 779248 2063986 349 090 -60 28 

00195LRA 774452 2052491 301 000 -90 7 

00196LRA 774477 2052491 301 000 -90 9 

00197LRA 774046 2052495 301 000 -90 11 

00198LRA 774153 2052495 301 000 -90 6 

00199LRA 774247 2052495 301 000 -90 8 
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00200LRA 774354 2052490 301 000 -90 16 

00201LRA 774409 2052491 301 000 -90 22 

00202LRA 774100 2052495 301 000 -90 9 

00203LRA 773942 2052495 301 000 -90 27 

00204LRA 774424 2053022 304 090 -60 31 

00205LRA 774203 2053523 310 090 -60 45 

00206LRA 774514 2052856 303 000 -90 16 

00207LRA 774569 2052647 303 000 -90 16 

00208LRA 773957 2052840 314 000 -90 40 

00209LRA 774198 2053428 316 000 -90 52 

00210LRA 774239 2053545 313 000 -90 22 

00211LRA 774157 2053516 312 000 -90 45 

00212LRA 774500 2053073 305 090 -90 11 

00213LRA 774450 2053071 305 090 -90 18 

00214LRA 774400 2053060 305 000 -90 23 

00215LRA 774405 2053060 305 000 -90 25 

00216LRA 774350 2053056 305 000 -90 45 

00217LRA 774168 2053035 313 000 -90 45 

00218LRA 778334 2062522 338 090 -60 48 

00219LRA 778588 2062471 344 090 -60 25 

00220LRA 778605 2062480 344 090 -60 26 

00221LRA 778604 2063051 345 090 -60 30 

00222LRA 778238 2063099 362 090 -60 45 

00223LRA 778271 2063099 360 090 -60 48 

00224LRA 778303 2063094 358 090 -60 45 

00225LRA 778336 2063111 356 090 -60 39 

00226LRA 778460 2063287 352 090 -60 40 

00227LRA 779065 2063781 351 090 -60 32 

00228LRA 779125 2063775 349 090 -60 60 

00229LRA 779090 2063875 343 090 -60 38 

00230LRA 778825 2064198 356 090 -60 45 




